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"Learning another language is not only learning different words for the same 

things, but learning another way to think about things." 

With the vision of building global competence in students, a vibrant step was 

taken by  VPM’s R.Z. Shah College of Arts, Science and Commerce to facilitate 

students to learn some global languages such as German, Spanish and French .  To 

initiate a Foreign Language Course, and to give insights of the Foreign Languages a 

webinar was arranged by the Department of Science and Arts in collaboration 

with “The Language Hub”. The webinar was aimed to enlighten about basic and 

international exams in German, Spanish and French and to explore the career 

opportunities for a linguist in India and abroad.   

The event was wonderfully arranged by Vice Principal Mrs. Anjaneeka Uday, Prof. 

Ravi Talla, and Prof. Nitin Patil. The event delightfully  commenced by our student 

orators Mr. Gaurav Ahirwar from FY BAMMC and Mr. Rachit Poojary  from  FY BSC 

CS with a warm welcome of the Speaker Mrs. Pratiksha Singh.  Then Incharge 

Principal Mrs. Kavita Sharma welcomed the guest and motivated the students to 

learn new things. Further, with a formal introduction of the Guest, the session 

began. Mrs. Pratiksha Singh threw some light on her own experience as the 

founder of Language Hub and a banker in an Australian bank. Then the basic idea 

of career opportunities for a linguist was given. Further, various levels of German, 

Spanish and French language along with the exam pattern was briefed. With such 



an insightful and informative content, the speaker concluded the session on a 

positive note. Then an open platform to all participants was given on zoom as well 

as YouTube to clarify their queries.  After the wonderful responses from 

participants, the most awaited Poster of the Course was released and announced 

by Vice Principal Mrs, Anjaneeka Uday.  

Finally the session came to an end with an ardent participation in Zoom and 

YouTube. The insightful event was concluded with a formal Vote of Thanks.  

 









 


